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Who is

Spirit?
Your entire IT & Telco

All services cyber secure

A single point of contact

A single clean invoice

Stack under one roof

by design

for everything

for all your tech, every
month

An all Australian based

One of Australia's

Industry leading

business

top ASX listed tech

Customer satisfaction

companies

We shift Australian businesses to the Cloud
Put simply. We’re ASX listed (ST1) and a disruptor in the business technology industry.
We’ve strongly established ourselves as one of the nation’s leading cyber security experts, developed our own
super-advance Internet network and built one of Australia’s leading voice platforms. We also offer a huge range
of Managed IT services, Cloud-based solutions and offer businesses all of the hardware and software their heart's
desire.
We’re agents of change. And because of that, we’ve paved the way for you to do business better by merging the
worlds of IT and Telco under one roof. That’s why we’ll take care of IT. And by that, we mean all of it.
So whatever your technology needs...

Do IT with Spirit

Who We Power
Over 10,000 businesses including...
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We make IT happen, all over Australia

Darwin

Brisbane
Gold Coast

Perth
Sydney

Melbourne

We ensure your business has cutting-edge
& cost-effective IT and Telco solutions,
combined with the very best onshore
support teams.
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Internet &
Networks
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You deserve great Internet

Business Fibre
Fully customised &
managed service

Diversified back-up links

Industry-leading
security

24x7
Aussie support

Get the Internet speeds your business needs
According to recent statistics, Australia has some of the slowest average Internet speeds in the OECD. That’s not
great news. But... we're changing the game. We offer some of the fastest business Internet in Australia (and we
have more than just head-spinning speeds). Our Business Fibre solutions will keep your business connected and
secure. Now that is great news!
Spirit’s Business Fibre services offer enterprise-grade optical fibre Internet or network services, customised
to your specific requirements. From 50 Mbps to 1 Gbps symmetrical speeds, Business Fibre can connect your
buildings to IDCs, private networks, or directly to the Internet.
With uncompromised quality, Spirit’s Business Fibre delivers stable and reliable high-speed network services
that can be coupled with differentiated back-up connectivity to deliver “five nines” availability.
Here's what's included
▶

50 to 1000 Mbps symmetrical speeds

▶

Professional installation

▶

Bundles with Spirit Communications & Cloud

▶

Fully managed and secure options available

services

▶

Internet, E-LINE, E-LAN or IP VPN networks

▶

Spirit NTU included for monitoring

▶

Public subnets

▶

Enterprise-grade support

▶

Fibre or copper hand-offs

Fast and reliable Internet connection
It’s no secret that businesses like yours need a fast and reliable Internet connection. That’s why you should
consider Business Fibre from Spirit. Spirit Business Fibre optimises fibre network links from various industryleading partners, all so you can enjoy a fast and reliable connection.
The service is delivered to Spirit’s standard NTU and can be delivered at layer-2 to a remote network, included
in a layer-3 VPN, or connected directly to the Internet. The choice is yours! Fibre or copper hand-off interfaces
are also available, so we can customise the solution to suit your business. Off-the-shelf has never really been our
style.
Why Spirit Business Fibre?
Running a business is hard. But it’s even harder when you have a sluggish Internet connection slowing you
down. At Spirit, we’re passionate about - you guessed it - fast Internet. That’s why our Business Fibre is designed
to keep your business online. All the time. But you can depend on us for more than just fast Internet, Spirit
Business Fibre offers a wide range of benefits for Australian businesses.

Future-proof your high-speed
connectivity
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Tailored to you

Keep data secure
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Get it done. Faster

Enterprise Ethernet
Available as a fully
managed service

Choose from industryleading security options

Bundles with
Communications and
Cloud Services

24x7
Aussie support

Sick of slow speeds? Get fast Internet with Spirit
Your business isn’t going anywhere. Choose Internet that can grow with it. nbn Enterprise Ethernet from Spirit
can adapt to the changing needs of your business by delivering a consistently fast, secure and reliable Internet
connection.
Get highly-available fibre connectivity to your locations, whether you’re connecting to a private network, a
data centre, or directly to the Internet. Designed to deliver the data performance required for critical business
applications, the nbn EE complies with global standards to provide a highly reliable connection. We can even
support your connection with 4G mobile network backup - so your business will never be without an Internet
connection.
Get it done. Faster.
nbn Enterprise Ethernet is a business-grade fibre service. Delivered via the business nbn Enterprise
Ethernet, nbn’s flagship fibre access product. With maximum download speeds of up to 1Gbps, the nbn is faster.
Until now, many businesses have been making the most of ADSL or ADSL2+ technology. But slow load times
and low Quality of Service (QoS) have left many of us wanting - and needing - more. Thanks to new fibre-optic
technology, Australian businesses finally have access to fast, secure Internet. Let your business take off with nbn
EE from Spirit.
Here’s what is included
Our nbn™ Enterprise Ethernet can include:
▶

Speeds from 50/50 to 1000/1000 Mbps

▶

▶

Upgradable plans

▶

Public subnets

▶

Future-proof, fibre-optic service

▶

Fibre or copper hand-offs

▶

12-hour restoration

▶

CoS-L (best effort) or CoS-H (dedicated

▶

Enterprise-grade support

▶

Professional installation

Internet, E-LINE, E-LAN or IP VPN networks

bandwidth) options available

Enjoy flexible nbn™ Enterprise Ethernet plans
Your business is different. Our nbn plans are too. Made with Australian businesses in mind, our nbn packages offer
a range of speed and payment options. Simply select the speeds you need, and we’ll take care of getting your
business online. It’s that simple.
Why Spirit nbn™ Enterprise Ethernet?
Made with Aussie businesses in mind, our nbn EE plans offer a range of speed and payment options. Don’t
waste time sitting around waiting for webpages to load. Make the most of layer-2 Ethernet switched business
grade fibre symmetrical service. With speeds ranging from 50/50 to 1000/1000 Mbps, Spirit nbn Enterprise
Ethernet does more than just speed things up. Simple select the speeds you need, and we'll take care of getting
your business online. It's that simple.
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Sky-Speed Internet

Fixed Wireless
Overtake competitors
with speeds up to 1Gbps

Get up and running
within 15 business days

Bandwidth guarantee.
Enjoy 90% of plan
speeds at all times

24x7
Aussie support

Get it done faster with Sky-Speed Internet
Suffering from a slow Internet connection? We can’t relate. Our speeds are amazing. With Spirit, yours can be too.
Our Fixed Wireless products bring Sky-speed Internet to your business in record time. Get up to 1 Gbps
symmetrical connectivity within super-fast, 15 business day provisioning.

Here’s what is included
▶

Fast delivery times, typically within 15

▶

From 25/25 to 1000/1000 Mbps symmetrical

Professional installation by experienced fixed

▶

Internet, E-LINE, E-LAN or IP VPN networks

wireless technicians

▶

Guaranteed bandwidth backed by Australia’s

business days
▶
▶

and beyond

Public subnets

largest independent wireless national network

Need a custom solution? Our expert engineers can deliver a
fully-customised scope and design, tailored to your needs.

Why Spirit Fixed Wireless?
It’s no secret that businesses like yours need a fast and reliable Internet connection. That’s why you should
consider fixed wireless Internet designed for now.
We offer some of the fastest fixed wireless Internet in Australia. But we do more than just deliver head-spinning
speeds. Our independently built network is designed to deliver uncongested, reliable Internet to businesses
across Australia.
No more performance issues, no more drop outs, just ‘Sky-Speed’ Internet.

Fast setup

14

Less downtime

High speed
networks services

Tailored to you
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Spirit Owned
Back-up Link

Spirit
Owned Radio

Internet
Spirit Owned
Back-up Link

Data Centre

Your Business

Fibre Carrier 1

Optical fibre / nbn™
Fibre Carrier 2
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Helping SMBs do big things

Managed Routers
Multi-WAN Back-up
(2 x Ethernet + 4G)

Up to 100%
availability

24x7
Aussie support

Full suite of
management

Connection you can count on
A fast and reliable connection is now a vital component of any organisation, and an off-the-shelf router just won’t
cut it. Your business needs reliable and fast connectivity – not to mention security measures it can count on. So
what’s the solution? Spirit Managed Routers, of course.
When deployed with Spirit nbn™ Enterprise Ethernet, Business Fibre or Spirit Sky Internet, Spirit Managed
Routers provide you with all the power of an enterprise-grade edge router at your office. With advanced routing
controls and integrated 4G, backed by top tier management and support, our Managed Routers will keep you
running even when your primary link isn’t.
Want more? Upgrade to our Advanced Management package at any time and get proactive troubleshooting,
Quality-of-Service and premium support.
Secure and Reliable

Standard Management

Advanced Management

▶

Integrated 4G Back-up with

▶

Cisco Smartnet Maintenance

▶

Proactive Incident Response

included data plan

▶

Round the clock monitoring

▶

Adds / Moves / Changes

Preserve your IP address

▶

Managed relocation

▶

Quality-of-Service

during WAN link failover

▶

Managed WAN failover

▶

Device patching

▶
▶

Run up to 3 WAN links in
Active/Standby mode for high
availability

Helping SMBs do big things
Your business is different, and we get that. That’s why our Managed Routers are deployed to suit businesses
of all shapes and sizes. Designed to deliver the performance required for critical business applications, Spirit
Managed Routers comply with global standards to provide a highly reliable connection. We can even support
your connection with 4G backup - so your business will never be without a connection.
Want a little more support? Our team of experts are here to help. With Advanced and Standard Management
options available, we can provide the support levels you actually need, and not just what big providers think
you want.
Why Spirit Managed Routers?
Spirit Managed Routers are an enterprise-grade managed router product created to provide the essential
routing, prioritisation, and WAN failover capabilities your business needs. Available in a highly available edge
device, our solutions are based on Cisco routers, which are deployed with a standardised configuration. We’re
passionate about keeping Australian businesses connected. So that’s exactly what we’ll do.

Stay online, round the clock
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Expand and uplift, at your pace

Tailored to you forever
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Take back control with

Private Networks
Fully managed service

Custom tailored
to your needs

Bundles with Spirit
services

24x7
Aussie support

Sharing is overrated
Ignore everything your parents told you. Well, not everything. But definitely the part about sharing. In an age
where our online security is a growing concern, there has never been a better time to stop sharing and switch to
a private network. Or even better - a private network powered by Spirit.
Our private networking solutions will help you create scalable growth. We can leverage your existing network
and spectrum assets through flexible deployment models, all tailored to serve various scenarios. We offer flexible
deployment for various verticals Australia-wide, helping businesses ensure secure communication with full
control of coverage, devices and quality of service.
Flexible

Secure

Pick your network

Control office traffic by directing to a

▶

Suitable for the deployment of

▶

Layer-3 multipoint

AWS Direct Connect and Azure

▶

Layer-2 multipoint

Express route

▶

Layer-2 point-to-

central Data Centre, or establish site-tosite connectivity
▶

Deploy Quality-of-Service to ensure

▶

application performance
▶

Deploy advanced SD-WAN over
your private network for best-of-

Direct, private connectivity to

point

public Cloud environments
▶

Centralised gateway and/or
firewall optional

breed security, performance and
customisation
How it works
Not sure if a private network is right for your business? Spirit Private Networks comprise IP VPN (MPLS), E-LINE
and E-LAN (VPLS) network constructs. Just like all our solutions, our private networks are designed, configured
and delivered depending on the needs of your business.
Spirit Private Networking solutions:
▶

Ensure total privacy. Nobody outside your business can access the network without your permission

▶

Use a unique set of non-routable private IP addresses

▶

Avoid breakouts to the Internet and employ dedicated network equipment for your business

Let Spirit protect your business so you can get back to doing
what you do best
Why Spirit Private Networks?
Private networks are exactly that - private. That’s why so many Australian businesses are choosing private
networks from Spirit. Our multi-layered solutions guarantee better security and performance. It’s a win-win.
Spirit Private Networks deliver the highest-performance, highest-availability network fabric to your business for
your critical business applications. From full or partial mesh, hub-and-spoke or site-to-site designs, Spirit Private
Networks deliver whichever architecture works best for you. No one-size-fits all here - it’s not really our style.
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Improve performance with

SD-WAN

Best-practice design
and configuration

Tailored to your
business

Available as a fully
managed service

Industry-leading
security

Improve business performance
Want partial control of your network?... We didn’t think so either. Gain complete control over your Wide Area
Network (WAN) through software-defined networking from Spirit.
Our SD-WAN puts the power of your network back in your hands. The solutions can bundle multiple network
links in active/active or active/standby mode, direct traffic according to link performance, and secure your traffic
through high-grade encryption. We know, our solutions are amazing.
SD-WAN nodes are deployed to every branch and data centre in your network, acting as a single aggregation
point for all WAN services at your site. The security and traffic forwarding policies for your location are then
configured based on your requirements, and the configuration is then pushed down to the branch SD-WAN
node. All so we can deliver industry leading performance you can count on.
Our solution means that policies can be shared between multiple sites, allowing uniform security and data
forwarding approaches for your business. Cloud SaaS applications can also be directly accessed via local breakout to the Internet, increasing performance without compromising on your business’ all-important security. Now
that’s why you should do IT with Spirit.
Spirit SD-WAN solutions are designed to suit Australian businesses of all shapes and sizes:
▶

Fully managed service available

▶

Performance based application routing

▶

Central management and configuration

▶

Multi-WAN failover

▶

Zero-touch provisioning for fast rollout and replacement

▶

Enterprise-grade support

▶

Carrier agnostic - deploy on any existing Internet connection

▶

Australia-based support team

How it works
Spirit SD-WAN is a Software Defined Wide Area Network platform. Each location’s configuration is pre-loaded in
the central management platform, and CPEs are shipped directly to your site.
Once connected to any Internet link, the CPE will automatically contact the central management platform, pull
its specific configuration down, and complete the setup without the need to directly configure the device. This
includes uniform security, site-to-site VPNs, application routing, Quality-of-Service, and WAN link failover.
Sounds complicated? Spirit makes IT easy.
Why Spirit SD-WAN?

Improve productivity
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Increase agility

Easy upgrade

Save money
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Communications
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Communicate in the cloud

LivePBX

Best-practice design
and configuration

Tailored to your
business

Available as a fully
managed service

Industry-leading
security

Keep your business connected
Everyday, technology advances. Unfortunately, not everything keeps up. And your phone system is probably one
of the first applications to get left in the dust. Investing in new technology, equipment and upgrades can get
expensive. Not to mention time-consuming. If only there was a simple solution… oh wait, there is!
Introducing LivePBX from Spirit. LivePBX is a business-grade hosted telephony solution that eliminates the need
for capital-intensive expenditure and costly upgrade cycles.

We’ll take care of it

Make working easier

Better communication

▶

Fully managed PBX

▶

Call accounting & logging

▶

Video & Conference calls

▶

Contact centre

▶

Voicemail to email

▶

Softphones

▶

Customisable support options

▶

Hot desking

▶

Chat

▶

Customer training

▶

Fax to email & email to fax

▶

Call recording

▶

Call centre capabilities

▶

Auto attendant

▶

Customised handset options

▶

Onsite installation

▶

Huntgroups

▶

Customisable status

▶

Tier 3 or higher Australian ADCs

▶

On hold messaging

▶

Mobile integration

Hosted telephony at your fingertips
Need to keep in touch, but don’t want to keep updating your phone system? We hear you loud and clear...
Literally. LivePBX from Spirit is a Cloud-hosted PBX and Unified Communications platform, designed to deliver
phone functionality in physical or virtual form. Complete with a range of features including video conferencing,
audio management and call flow directing, LivePBX is designed to make working more efficient.
Our services are configured on Spirit dedicated servers, so all you need to think about is getting your work done.
We’ll make sure your business is connected - and stays that way. And the best part? All handsets and softphones
are configured and deployed as and when you need them. Easy peasy.
Why Live PBX?
At Spirit, we’re committed to keeping your business connected and secure. That’s why the LivePBX core
hardware platform is located in Tier 3 or higher Australian IDCs. Your business never sleeps, and neither should
your telephony platform.
Our team of experts has decades of experience in installing, configuring and delivering hosted telephony
systems to businesses across Australia. And the best part? LivePBX is managed and maintained by our support
teams, so all you need to do is make and take your calls. It’s that simple.

Maximise business
performance

24

Enjoy extended
coverage

Rest easy with
Australia-based support
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Make communicating easier

LivePBX

Mix and match
user licenses

Hosted, configured and
operated by Spirit

Integrates with MS
Teams

24x7
Aussie support

Call-centre-grade telephony. Only better.
Hang up on high capital expenditure and costly upgrade cycles. Say hello to LivePBX, a call-centre-grade hosted
telephony solution. Communication is a vital part of any business. But communicating well can be tricky especially when your communications aren’t aligned with the needs of your business.
Enter, Spirit. Our LivePBX solution is a highly scalable phone system. With the ability to grow from 10 to 1000
users within 24 hours, there’s not much it can’t do. Except maybe walk the office dog. LivePBX is capable of
establishing an efficient environment for your organisation. Equipped with additional features, the solution
allows you to integrate other geographical company locations, centralise your communications, and empowers
you to take your business global.
Here's what's included
▶

Fully managed phone system

▶

Contact centre

▶

Basic, Video & Conference calls

▶
▶
▶

▶

Voicemail to email / Fax to

▶

Handset models

email / Email to fax

▶

Hosted in Australia

▶

On hold messaging

▶

Onsite installation

Softphone, Chat & Call recording

▶

Call centre features

▶

Hot desking

Mobile integration

▶

Least cost routing

▶

Huntgroups

Call park / hold / transfer /

▶

Call accounting

▶

CRM integration

logging

▶

Customer training

▶

Business dashboard

How it works
Spirit LivePBX is a call-centre-grade hosted PBX solution leveraging the Mitel platform and systems. Designed
with your business in mind, the systems are completely managed and maintained by our qualified experts here
at Spirit.
We’ll also take care of the hardware. All hardware is located remotely in Tier 3 or higher Australian IDCs, and
is installed, configured and maintained by qualified in-house telecommunications specialists. All so you can
spend more time doing what you do best. But don’t worry, your internal company-wide communications remain
internal through private Wide Area Networks (WANs). So you can rest assured your business is in the safest of
hands.
Why LivePBX?
Strengthen connections, improve productivity and grow your revenue with Spirit LivePBX. A solution that’s
designed to grow as your business does, our fully managed phone system will give your business the flexibility it
needs to perform at it’s best. But don’t just take our word for it. Here’s what makes our telephony solutions great
for businesses like yours:
L

Integrated call centre

L

Save time and money

L

Maximise your business’ agility

L

Maximise business

L

A phone system that goes

L

Mobile or business phone,

performance
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with you

your choice
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Call from the Cloud with

LiveCall

Integrates with LivePBX

Integrates with MS
Teams

Scales with your
business

24x7
Aussie support

Call from the Cloud
Be honest. Did your business call just drop out again? We can’t relate. Our calls are crystal-clear and affordable.
Is there any better kind? Spirit LiveCall is an Australian owned and operated VoIP service designed especially for
businesses like yours.
Providing quality advice, service and support, Spirit LiveCall is perfect for your unified communication needs.
Hosted in the Cloud, our solutions can scale with your business, and include a range of features to suit SMBs or
enterprises of any shape and size.
Here's what's included
▶

SIP Lines and Trunking

▶

Quality-of-Service classification and prioritisation

▶

Full national number ranges

▶

Choose an included calls package, or pay-as-you-go

▶

13, 1300 & 1800 number ranges

▶

Flexible service options

▶

Microsoft Teams Connector for voice calling

▶

Bundled plan discounts

integration to MS Teams

▶

Dual inbound/outbound SIP lines included with

▶

No contract options

each plan

How does it work?
Ring, ring. Your new phone system is waiting. Spirit LiveCall is a VoIP service offering delivered from private
Cloud infrastructure. The service enables external calls to Public Switched Telephone Network (PTSN) numbers
through a digital connection which can be accessed from your PBX or Call Manager. It’s that simple.
End points then notify SIP proxies of their locations, and SIP determines which end points will participate in the
call. SIP is used by end points to determine whether they will “answer” a call and to negotiate media capabilities,
such as agreeing on a mutually supported voice codec. SIP tells the end point when its phone should be
“ringing” and agrees on the session attributes used by the calling and called party. Sounds complicated? We
promise it’s not.

Don’t let poor call quality kill your business communication.
Why Spirit LiveCall?
At Spirit, we know you value your security, and we do too! That’s why we keep all our infrastructure in Tier 3 or
higher Australian IDCs. Spirit LiveCall is designed by Australians, for Australian businesses. Aren’t they the
best kind?

Business-grade services

28

Keep your existing
phone system

Save money

Assured quality
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Collaboration at its best

Teams Connector
The simplest way to call
on MS Teams

Boost teamwork
and productivity

Easy integration of
LivePBX into your
existing system

24x7
Aussie support

Call anyone using Microsoft Teams
Hang up on your old phone system. Say hello to LiveOffice Teams Connector.
Like most businesses, you may get overwhelmed by the number of ways you can communicate: phone calls,
instant messaging, SMS, carrier pigeon, smoke signals - you get it, it’s a long list! Now, using the new MS Teams
Calling packages from LiveCall, you can call externally using the public phone.
Spirit LiveOffice Teams Connector is a companion service for Office 365, enabling businesses like yours to switch
on telephony features in Microsoft Teams in minutes. Just when you thought MS Teams couldn’t get any better!
The solution leverages LivePBX, our business-grade voice platform. Hosted in the Cloud, the service carries
millions of calls every day over a highly resilient SIP platform that is built to deliver exceptional quality. All to make
business communication that much easier.
And the best part? You can seamlessly integrate internal and external calls, video conferencing, email, instant
messaging, and file sharing into one, simple solution. By bringing everything together, you’ll increase your
business agility, improve your end user experience, and reduce costs, administration and training. Helping your
business get ahead of its competitors - and ensuring it stays that way.
Here's what's included
▶

Call Anyone on Microsoft Teams

▶

Chat, meet, share files and work with other apps

▶

Call externally using the public phone

▶

Streamline the number of tools your staff need

▶

Switch on telephony features in Microsoft Teams

▶

Make and receive internal/external voice and video

in minutes
▶

calls

Hosted in the Cloud

▶

Highly resilient SIP platform, built to deliver
exceptional quality

How it works
Teams Connector connects your business’ Office 365 environment to internal Session Border Controllers (SBCs)
with terminating SIP lines. This enables external voice calls to be activated in the Office 365 environment, turning
Microsoft Teams into a full collaboration suite.
Collaborate from anywhere, anytime
Enable your staff to work anywhere, anytime, on any device. With LiveOffice Teams Connector, your people
will benefit from a simple and streamlined suite of tools designed to improve connectivity and productivity.
So whether Sharon from HR is working from home, or sitting right beside you, you’ll be able to work together
seamlessly. Forever.
L

Integrated team
experience

30

L

Easy to deploy

L

Enterprise-grade

L

Make working easier

solution
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Keeping you connected

Spirit Mobile
Bundle data across
your corporate mobile
services

Make the most of your
data with proactive
usage alerts

Get all your Spirit
services on one bill

24x7
Aussie support

Keep your business connected
You heard us right. Powered by the Telstra network, Spirit Mobile offers the most comprehensive mobile
coverage in Australia. So great in fact, we could call 98% of the population to tell them about it. But we probably
won’t do that… we’ll maybe just tell our gran.
Our flexible plans combine 4G and 3G coverage from over 15,900 sites, ensuring your people can use their
phones almost anywhere, at any time. With Spirit, you’ll never lose touch. And the best part? All this is
underpinned by tier 1 Aussie support, available to your business 24 hours a day. We incorporate unique features
that help us manage your mobile fleet for you, all so you can get back to what you do best.
Our plans
▶

Extensive, Australia-wide coverage from Australia’s leading mobile network

▶

Unlimited voice, text, and MMS to Australian landlines and mobiles, including 13, 1300, and 1800 numbers

▶

Proactive data usage warnings via SMS

▶

Automatic data bank top-ups with notifications

▶

Choose from a variety of mobile phones and tablets

▶

Australian-based fleet care

Why Spirit Mobile?
We believe Australian businesses should have the most reliable and cost-effective mobile plans around. So that’s
what we’re giving you.
Spirit Mobile is a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) product backed by Telstra’s mobile network. Boasting
the most comprehensive coverage in Australia, your business can enjoy award-winning coverage alongside local,
24x7 support from Spirit. It’s what we do.
n Hassle-free

n Tier 1 Aussie Support

n Your data. Your rules

n Convenient Service Levels

n Keeping your team connected

n Automatic data bank service uplifts

n No nasty surprises

n Flexible mobile & data plans

32
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40 Plan

60 Plan

▶

Unlimited calls and texts

▶

Unlimited calls and texts

▶

15 GB of included data for each user

▶

30 GB of included data for each user

100 Plan

120 Plan

▶

Unlimited calls and texts

▶

Unlimited calls and texts

▶

50 GB of included data for each user

▶

80 GB of included data for each user

▶

Unlimited calls to 10 selected countries

▶

Unlimited calls to 15 selected countries

Spirit Solutions Overview
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Cyber Security

34
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Protect your business with

Advanced Security Services
Australia’s leading cyber
security company

24x7 Security
Operations Centre

Continuous monitoring
and proactive security

24x7
Aussie support

We’re Australia’s award-winning Cyber Security Managed Services
As a growing business, you probably have lots of things to worry about. Unfortunately for many, cyber security
doesn’t sit at the top of that list, until it's too late. Don’t be one of those businesses - you could be exposed to
online attacks and unfortunately we see it all the time. That’s where we come in. Spirit offers a wide range of
cyber security solutions, including expert-level cyber security services. Through Intalock as part of the Spirit
group of companies.
Intalock is a proud member of the Spirit Group, and together we’re passionate about delivering world-class
cyber security services for businesses just like yours. Our services are delivered through a wealth of experience in
understanding data, the lifeblood of any business, and using this to create a bespoke service, designed
just for you.
Intalock takes a unique approach to cyber security. Probably the reason why it’s the best. Our dedicated team
has decades of experience in understanding your data, it’s sensitivity and how it is used, stored and shared. This
helps us to build and manage innovative solutions that reduce your risk, and most importantly, protect your
business.
Here’s what is included
Over 43% of cyber attacks are on small businesses, and that number keeps on growing. Many businesses believe
that a basic firewall and antivirus package is enough to protect them from cyber crime. Sorry to be the ones to
break it to you, but it’s not.
Our Cyber Security services are everything your business needs to stay safe online. Our IT experts can take care
of everything for you, from advisory and technical services to managed response - we’ve got it covered. Literally.
Don’t lose your hard work to hackers. Our solutions include:
L

Advisory Services

L

Technical Services

L

Managed Services

L

Security Operations Centre

Why Spirit Advanced Security Services?
With decades of experience protecting Australian businesses from cyber attacks, we have learnt a thing or two
about keeping your data safe.
That’s why Spirit delivers Advanced Security Services through Intalock. With services ranging from security
assessments to audits and design, we offer 24x7 managed security delivered out of multiple Security Operations
Centres (SOCs). All so you can focus on what matters most: running your business.

Reduce Risk
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Boost business agility

Increase Compliance
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Keep your business secure with

Endpoint Protection
Available as a fully
managed solution

Bundle with other
Spirit services

Secure, from
Cloud to desk

24x7
Aussie support

Give your business the protection it deserves
Over 62% of Australian businesses have encountered a cyber security incident. And this number, unfortunately,
continues to rise. At Spirit, we’re passionate about protecting Australian businesses from online threats. That’s
why we offer a wide range of Endpoint Protection services.
The majority of cyber security attacks are initiated through compromised end user systems such as laptops and
mobiles. And with more and more of us working remotely, it’s vital to ensure your business is protected. Our
solutions can be tailored to suit your business’ needs, so you only pay for the protection you actually need. And
none of that extra fancy stuff you’ll never use.
Software clients can be deployed at each designated Endpoint and kept up-to-date through central
management servers. These software clients monitor system changes for suspicious behaviour, triggering alerts
and quarantining threats before they can strike. Don’t risk your business’ security. Protect it with Spirit.
Key Features
We’ll protect your endpoints and end user systems to create a first line of defence against cyber attacks. Our
Endpoint Protection solutions include:
More Control

More Security

More Protection

▶

Endpoint security and

▶

Vulnerability protection

▶

Centralised management

encryption

▶

Data loss prevention

▶

Application control

Advanced detection and

▶

Office 365 and Gmail protection

▶

Sandbox as a Service

response

▶

Endpoint detection and response

▶

Mobile and web security

▶
▶

Email and collaboration security

▶

Collaboration security for Cloud

(XDR)
▶

Managed detection and response

sharing
How it works
Spirit Endpoint Protection comprises best-of-breed endpoint security technology to provide optimal security
at the end user device. We partner with industry leading vendors to provide a service that secures laptops, PCs,
servers, and mobile phones/tablets against viruses, malware, ransomware and phishing attacks.
Features can extend from simple signature based protection to advanced heuristic threat detection
capabilities. So whatever your business needs, we can find the perfect solution for you.
Why choose Spirit Endpoint Protection?

Elimate endpoint risk
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Extend your protection

Reduce recovery and
patching downtime
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Protect your business with

Managed Firewalls
Best-practice design
and configuration

Tailored to your business

Industry-leading
security options

24x7
Aussie support

Industry-leading Network Firewall Security
When it comes to your business’ security, don’t settle for less than the best. We’re passionate about protecting
your business from online threats - and the proof is in our Managed Firewall Services.
Spirit Firewalls are based on world-leading, Next Generation Firewalls (NGFW) from the industry’s top vendors.
Our Managed Firewall services secure your network edge with enterprise-grade security, protecting your
business from costly data breaches. And it doesn’t stop there. We’ll even design and configure a solution that
ticks all the right boxes - not just a few of them.
Protect your business data
The bad news? Data breaches have been estimated to cost Australian businesses up to $29 billion per year. The
good news? We won’t let your valuable business data fall into the wrong hands. With multiple firewall vendors
supported, we can select, design and deploy a Next Generation Firewall (NGFW) that delivers best-practice
protection for your business.
Our Next Generation Firewalls combine packet inspection with stateful inspection, deep packet inspection (DPI),
IDS/IPS, malware filtering and antivirus to provide industry-leading protection.

Trust us with your network protection, so you can get back to
doing what you do best.

Our Managed Firewall Solutions are:
Designed to protect your network

Tailored to you

Next Generation Firewall Features

▶

▶

Sized to fit: from small sites to

▶

Stateful inspection

protection

head offices and data centres,

▶

Deep packet inspection (DPI)

We support multiple firewall

we’ve got you covered

▶

IDS/IPS

▶

Enterprise-grade, next-generation

vendors

▶

High availability clusters

▶

Malware filtering

▶

Physical and virtual appliances

▶

User Access Control

▶

Antivirus

▶

Application aware security

▶

Managed to assist with Adds /
Moves / Changes

Why choose Spirit Managed Firewalls?
L

Keep your network secure

L

Choose from a virtual or physical appliance

L

Stay online with high availability firewalls

L

Protect your valuable applications

L

Increased security and granular control
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L

Mitigate risk and maximise compliance
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Design the perfect solution

Custom SD-WAN
Best-practice design
and configuration

Tailored to your business

Industry-leading
security options

24x7
Aussie support

More security. Even more control.
Move your wide area network onto one secure platform with Custom SD-WAN from Spirit. We’ll connect your
users to the data and applications they need. Anytime, anywhere.
Where you previously had to bolt on extra services just to allow your Cloud-based apps to function, with Custom
SD-WAN you can connect to the Cloud directly from any location without having to pass through all that
annoying infrastructure. And the best part? It’s more secure and efficient than traditional networks.
Our solutions can help you overcome latency, congestion and poor link quality. Enjoy improved performance
whether you’re in the office, at home, or on the go. Spirit Custom SD-WAN gives you all the benefits of SD-WAN,
but puts you in the driver's seat.
Here’s what is included
▶

Central management and configuration

▶
▶

▶

Performance based application routing

Zero-touch provisioning

▶

Multi-WAN failover

Fast rollout and replacement

▶

Services are carrier agnostic - deploy on any
existing Internet connection

How it works
Spirit’s Custom SD-WAN supports a wide range of hardware vendors and can guide you through the process,
from design to configuration to deployment. Each location’s configuration is pre-loaded in the central
management platform, and CPEs are shipped directly to your site.
Once connected to any Internet link, the CPE will automatically contact the central management platform, pull
its specific configuration down, and complete the setup without the need to directly configure the device. This
includes establishment of encrypted tunnels to each other site, uniform security, application routing, Quality-ofService, and WAN link failover.
Our services are tailored to your business and can be delivered as a professional service, with keys being handed
to you after deployment, or as a bespoke managed service, where Spirit will continue to operate the solution on
your behalf. The choice is yours.
Why Custom SD-WAN?

Customised to
your needs
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You own the network

Scale easily

Save money
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Managed Services

44
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Be ready for anything with

Disaster Recovery &
Business Continuity Planning
Fully customised to your
requirements, budget
and timeframe

Geographically
diversified

One bill and
touchpoint for all
Spirit services

24x7
Aussie support

Say goodbye to worst-case scenarios
The trouble with disasters is they’re unpredictable. But even if you can’t see your business’ future, you can
prepare for it with Spirit!
Our DR & BCP services deliver customised process and technology planning to give your business the resilience
it needs against all kinds of disasters. We’re passionate about helping Aussie businesses thrive, that's why our
team will protect your precious IT workloads through replication to our dedicated DR Cloud infrastructure. At
Spirit, we don’t leave anything to chance.
We go beyond simple backups to ensure your key workloads are protected. Our DR processes are customised
to your business priorities, regulatory requirements and compliance obligations with any Australian Standard,
including PCI-DSS. We’ll also guide you through the process of design, implementation, testing and deployment,
ensuring we meet your requirements every step of the way.
Here’s what is included
▶
▶

Industry-leading Disaster Recovery & Business

▶

Protect critical hardware and data

Continuity Planning

▶

Geographically diverse, secure and certified

Full customisation to your business continuity

backup targets

and compliance needs
Don’t put your business at unnecessary risk
Spirit’s fully customised Disaster Recovery (DR) and Business Continuity Planning (BCP) services leverage
multiple specialist vendors to deliver DR & BCP best-practice to your business. Our services are tailored entirely
to your business needs, and we will work your Restoration Time Objectives (RTO), Restoration Point Objectives
(RPO), project timeframes and budget to create a DR & BCP you can count on.
As well as thorough planning and testing, we will install software at each of your business locations. This will
allow instant, local access to your valuable backed-up data.
Offsite back-up vaults are also created and set up in certified, secure data centres across multiple states. This
ensures that, even in the event of a regional disaster or catastrophe at one site, your data will always be safe and
fully retrievable.
Why Spirit DR & BCP?

Peace of mind
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Recover your data even faster

Increase business opportunities
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Trust the experts

Professional Services
Best-of-breed
consulting process

All-of-business and
services perspective

Bundle with Spirit
products & save

One bill and touchpoint
for all Spirit services

Complex projects. Made easy.
As your business grows, chances are your IT will need to grow with it. But limited time, man-power and resources
can sometimes make that a little tricky. That’s where we come in!
Spirit’s Professional Services deliver a comprehensive, fully customised, suite of professional services. We provide
best-of-breed project audit, scoping, design, delivery and review to companies of all sizes, Australia-wide.
Our professional services include:
Scoping
Our skilled consultants can act as trusted advisors. Together, we’ll discuss the outcomes you require and
establish a clear project scope, including desired outcomes and measures of success.
Audit
Once a clear project scope has been defined and agreed upon, an audit (also known as “discovery”) will be
undertaken to gather important and relevant background information.
Design
Once background information has been gathered, a detailed design for achieving the desired outcomes will be
developed for feedback and refinement before the delivery phase.
Delivery
Through careful project management, we’ll ensure key stakeholders are kept informed at every stage. With
Spirit, you can trust your project will be delivered on-time, on budget and ready to deliver on business outcomes.
Review, refine & iterate
Once complete, the project is reviewed against the original success criteria, refinements are made, and next
steps are planned.

Why Spirit Professional Services?
Our Professional Services are designed to suit you. Using a hand-picked range of the finest technology, our team
of experts will work with you to develop a bespoke offering.
Starting with your architecture, our experienced team will align your IT and application needs with your wider
business strategy.
At Spirit, we’re all over IT. Our expert teams are on the ground around-the-clock to keep your tech running
smoothly. Our professional services exist to ensure your business meets its goals - and then some.
L

Tailored to you

L

Future-proof your
business
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L

Improve your
performance

L

Boost business
agility
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We offer expert and reliable

IT Support
Geographically
diversified

Fully customised to your
requirements, budget
and timeframe

One bill and
touchpoint for all
Spirit services

24x7
Aussie support

Managed IT Support Services
As your business grows, the demands on your IT grow too. Avoid wasting time and money on IT that is outdated,
or simply doesn’t work the way you need it to. Our bespoke IT Support solutions include desktop maintenance,
data and networking, communications, Cloud back-up and cyber security to deliver a fully managed service,
designed especially for you.
We can do more than just keep your business ticking over, our expert team will work with you to fully leverage
your IT into a solution that makes working simpler and easier. Now that’s service.
We do IT, so you don’t have to
Every business is different. And that includes yours. That’s why we offer a comprehensive portfolio of IT Support
solutions and services to suit businesses Australia-wide.
Using a per user, per month model, Spirit’s IT Services are both affordable and easy to manage. Delivering a
unique combination of availability, performance and cyber security in one offering, your business will be fully
equipped to reach its goals.
So whether you need support with your network or your hardware, our team of experts have got you covered.
We will work with you to design a bespoke solution that meets the needs of both your business and your
budget. We’ll make your IT work harder, so you don’t have to..
Here’s what is included:
Fast Response

Resourcing

Security

Reliability

Our Managed IT services

Our Managed IT services

Spirit’s Managed IT

We’ll proactively monitor

provide priority support

are selected from leading

services protect your

your IT infrastructure 24/7,

from our Australian-

industry vendors who

business from cyber

365 days a year

based support centres

best meet your business’

attacks. All day. Every day

24/7. Not just until 5pm

IT needs

on a Friday
Why choose Spirit IT Support?

Maximum productivity

Avoid large CapEx

Predictable and

Improve your business

transparent costs
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Do IT with Spirit

Managed Print
One contact point for
your printing needs

Best practice design &
configuration

Industry-leading
security

24x7 Australian
support available

Your printing needs, taken care of
Is your printer eating more paper than it’s printing on? We get it, procurement costs, financing costs,
maintenance costs, repair costs, consumables costs and administrative costs all have one thing in common.
They cost your business time and money. But even worse, they prevent your business from staying at the cutting
edge of printing and copying.
So why not give the repairman (and your bank account) a break? Outsourcing all your essential office copy, print
and scan needs to a trusted provider is now considered best-practice. And at Spirit, you can be rest assured your
business is in the safest of hands.
Here’s what is included
▶

MFD device, service and supply optimisation

▶

Proactive and expert support

▶

MFD Printer fleet management

▶

Choose from a variety of hardware vendors

Reduce costs by up to 18% with Spirit
Only 20% of businesses know how high their actual printing costs are. Spirit Managed Print enables you to easily
stay on top of the costs for your copiers, printers, scanners and fax systems. We can track down optimisation
potential in your company’s cost structure, develop procedures, and put money back in your pocket. Did
someone say “kerching”?
At Spirit, we’re passionate about what we do. That’s why you’ll never find us selling a one-size-fits-all solution.
We’ll tailor our products to you. From a detailed analysis of your procedures, we perform perfectly in line with
your individual requirements and support you in developing suitable measures.
And the best part? We can even offer you a fast and simple method to help you understand your approximate
printing costs.

Our Spirit analysis concept offers potential savings of up to 18%.
So don’t waste your money – Save it with Spirit.
Why choose Spirit Managed Print?
The days of fighting with the office printer are over. Spirit Managed Print can configure and operate your print
services. From servers to hardware, we’ve got it covered. Ideal for small to medium businesses with a large
number of workgroup Multi-Function Device (MFD) printer/copier/scanners, Spirit’s Managed Print can analyse
your cost structure and operation to identify cost saving and efficiency opportunities.
Why, we hear you ask? So we can deploy a customised, fully managed solution, tailored to your working
environment.
L

Improve efficiency and reduce complexity

L

Reduced administration and costs

L

Streamline your IT processes

L

Security management
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Connect and protect your business with

Managed Wi-Fi

Best-practice design
and configuration

Fully customised &
managed service

Industry-leading
Wi-Fi

24x7 Australian
support available

Wi-Fi solutions made easy
Many Wi-Fi users across the country still suffer from slow Internet speeds, poor connections and even worse
online security. Until now. At Spirit, we offer some of the fastest business Internet in Australia, keeping your
business connected when you need it most. But we do more than just offer head-spinning speeds. Our
Managed Wi-Fi solutions will keep your business connected and secure.
Our experienced team will work with you to design a wireless network that delivers seamless, secure access
to your users with a solution that suits your budget. And the best part? We’ll keep your business securely
connected without the hassle of having to set up and manage the network yourself. Giving you more time to do
what you do best - run your business.
There’s more to Wi-Fi than a plain old Internet connection. With our Managed Wi-Fi service plans, you can keep
your business securely connected without the stress of having to set-up and manage the network yourself.

We'll take responsibility for managing the speed and reliability
of your connection, as well as design a network that will benefit
your business.
Even better? Our solutions do a lot more than just manage user access. You will be given full oversight of your
wireless network, and with around-the-clock support, you can count on us to be available to help you any day,
any time - not just until 5pm on a Friday.
Here’s what is included
▶

Layered security

▶

Integrations with Nurse Call functions

▶

Rogue Access Point detection

▶

Supports a wide range of handheld devices

▶

Separate guest and business connections

▶

24/7 technical support with a dedicated Wi-Fi

▶

Secure guest Wi-Fi network

▶

Self-registration portal

▶

Automatic channel selection

▶

Simple sign-on process

▶

Consistent Internet performance

▶

Customised access pages

▶

Top-spec hardware

▶

Multiple SSIDs with variable settings

▶

SmartRoam technology

▶

Integration with Property Management Systems

▶

Fully updated hardware & software

▶

Professional site survey for superior Wi-Fi

▶

Dashboard visualisation

coverage

▶

Reliable and stable networks

team

Why Spirit Managed Wi-Fi?
n Automatic optimisation for the ultimate availability

n Full visibility of your Wi-Fi network’s performance

n Layered Security

n Great performance
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Internet

Management
& Control Traffic

Gateway

User Data Traffic

Access Points
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We'll take care of your IT

Managed Services
Australian-based
service desk

Bundle with Spirit
solutions & save

One bill and touchpoint
for all Spirit services

24x7 Australian
support available

We’ll take care of your IT
IT can do amazing things for your business. But IT can feel a lot less amazing when it becomes outdated, needs
constant updates, or leaves your business open to cyber attacks.
Leave it to Spirit to reignite those warm, fuzzy feelings about your business’ IT. Our best-of-breed outsourcing
leverages enterprise-grade monitoring, vulnerability management and service ticketing tools to companies
Australia-wide.
We offer peace of mind through proactive monitoring, incident response, vulnerability management, change
control, and more. Whether you don’t have the skill set, or simply don’t have the time, Spirit’s Managed Services
could be the answer to taking care of your business’ IT requirements.
Our friendly team has decades of experience delivering expert IT solutions to businesses of all shapes and sizes.
That’s why you can trust Spirit’s Managed Services to take care of all the admin, updates and management your
IT team could do without. Freeing up your time and resources to do bigger, better things.
Here's what's included
▶

System monitoring and

▶

maintenance

Hardware and software

▶

Systems auditing

procurement

▶

Security regulatory

▶

Network monitoring

▶

Vulnerability management

▶

Application management

▶

Customisable support

▶

Mobile device management

▶

Office 365 support

▶

Ongoing account

▶

Email and browser content

▶

End user protection

filtering

▶

Offsite data backup

management and

compliance
▶

Disaster recovery and
business continuity

optimisation
We’re a Microsoft Gold Partner
What is a Microsoft Gold Partner, we hear you ask? And it’s a question we love to answer. A Microsoft Gold
partner is, quite simply, a Microsoft partner dedicated to the highest levels of customer care.
By achieving Gold Member status, we have demonstrated our commitment to excellence in evolving Microsoft
technologies and maximising the benefits for you, our customers. Our team has decades of experience in
delivering Microsoft technologies for businesses across Australia, which is why we are able to maximise the
benefits you receive from our solutions.
Why Spirit Managed Services?

We’ll take care of your IT
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Keep your business up-to-date

Save money
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Cloud

58
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The best of both Clouds

LiveCloud

Works seamlessly with
our suite of LiveCloud
products

Bundle with other
Spirit solutions & save

One bill and
touchpoint for all
Spirit services

24x7 Australian
support available

Harness the power of public and private Cloud
Cloud computing has a lot to offer businesses. From improved agility, to lower costs, to decreased downtime, we
find that majority of Australian businesses have reported improvements in productivity since adopting Cloud
technology.
At Spirit, we think you deserve both. So that’s what we’re giving you. Spirit LiveCloud combines a blend of public
Cloud services from Office365 and private Cloud services such as Desktop as a Service (DaaS) into a single
platform.
Designed to make working more flexible and secure, LiveCloud is overlaid with a set of managed products
including backup, security, Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM), antivirus and Two Factor
Authentication (2FA). All to make sure that wherever Sharon in HR, or John in IT, or Dave in Marketing are
working, they have secure and flexible access to their vital data and applications.
Moving to the Cloud has never been so easy
Harness the security of private Cloud and the agility of public Cloud in one, hybrid Cloud solution. Giving your
workforce the freedom to work from anywhere, at any time, LiveCloud is designed for modern businesses of all
sizes.
Makes working easier
▶

▶

Extra security

Dedicated Active Directory

▶

Domain Controller configured

firewall servicing hosted

with AD Connect to your

servers and on premises

Office365 tenancy for Single

sites via SD-WAN and MPLS

Sign On

private networks

Dedicated Remote Desktop

▶

Service Gateway/Broker to
access your DaaS environment
▶

Packed with useful features

Dedicated central virtual

▶

▶

Dedicated file server and
integrated backup solution

▶

Veeam for Private Hosted
Virtual servers

▶

Veeam 365 for Office365,

External email security and

Exchange Online, Teams,

filtering

Sharepoint, and OneDrive

Duo Two Factor

▶

Remote Monitoring and

Exchange Online, Teams,

Authentication for secure

Management (RMM) and

Sharepoint, OneDrive, Intune,

external access to your DaaS

integrated N-Central Antivirus

and PowerBI

environment and Office365

Why Spirit LiveCloud?
With Spirit, we won’t make you choose between the improved security of the private Cloud and the flexibility of
a public Cloud. Power all your applications across private and public Cloud with LiveCloud from Spirit, a single
hybrid Cloud architecture that benefits Australian businesses of all sizes.

Empower your
remote workforce
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A true hybrid solution

Scalable and flexible

One standard
operating environment
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Take your business to the Cloud with

LiveOffice

Works with other
LiveOffice Products

Bundle with other
products & save

One bill and touchpoint
for all Spirit services

24x7
Aussie support

Take a unified approach to running your business
Things change. Your business will too. Why not invest in a solution that will change with it? Introducing
LiveOffice from Spirit.
Change the way you manage your office technology with secure, scalable Cloud solutions. Spirit LiveOffice is an
integrated and unified approach to running your business in the Cloud, and includes:
A range of services
▶

Hosted desktop

▶

Hosted exchange

▶

Hosted PBX

▶

Cloud Storage

Security you can count on
▶

The Spirit difference

Secure, high-availability data

▶

Customisable support levels

storage

▶

Delivered from Tier 3 or higher

▶

Enterprise-grade Microsoft

▶

Delivered over private or

Australian IDCs

Cloud SaaS applications
encrypted networks

Technology that changes as your business does
LiveOffice leverages best of breed Microsoft SaaS tools combined with fully managed infrastructure to deliver
enterprise-grade, per-seat services to mid-size businesses.
The LiveOffice Product Suite offers true convergence by leveraging mobile networks and embracing mobile
device technologies.

Operate your business, anywhere, anytime with enterprise-grade
Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS) from Spririt LiveCloud.
It's that simple.

Why Spirit LiveOffice?
Don’t limit your business with expensive, outdated technology. Take it to the Cloud. Literally!
Spirit LiveOffice is a secure, scalable solution designed to suit the needs of SMBs across Australia. Giving your
people the flexibility to work whenever they want, wherever they want.
You’ll be surprised what your business can achieve with Spirit LiveOffice.

Scale with your business
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Self-service

Secure and compliant
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Make working easier with

LiveOffice Desktop
Fast deployment
(days, not weeks)

Cost-effective,
per-seat pricing

We’re an advanced
Microsoft Partner

Choose Express, Executive
or Enterprise support

Work from the Cloud
LiveOffice Desktop delivers Cloud-based Desktop as a Service (DaaS) to your company, freeing up valuable
capital expense and depreciation to fuel more cost-effective and agile operational expense focussed services.
Because we value your security, your DaaS solution will only ever be delivered from managed infrastructure in
Tier 3 or higher Australian IDCs. Giving you the freedom, and peace of mind, to focus on what matters most.
We’re passionate about making your business even better. Our solutions are designed to do just that.
We’ll take care of your desktop, so you don’t have to
Is your company going green? Whether you’re the whole way there or just a slight tinge of lime, LiveOffice
Desktop can help your business reach it’s eco targets.
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol), also known as Desktop-as-a-Service or DaaS, is a virtual desktop provided by
Spirit. By reducing the need for new equipment, lowering your business’s energy requirements, encouraging
paperless offices and promoting remote working, LiveOffice Desktop can significantly shrink your company’s
carbon footprint and help you meet your environmental targets. DaaS also enables users to access corporate
applications and data via a familiar Microsoft Windows desktop experience.

Meaning your people can work anywhere, anytime, as long as
there’s an Internet connection.

▶

Full virtual desktop

▶

Tier 3 or higher Australian IDCs included

▶

Support for most third-party applications

▶

High availability options

▶

Office Standard & Professional included

▶

Encrypted data storage

▶

Easily scaled to meet your businesses

▶

Support coverage options to suit your needs

requirements
▶

and budget

Antivirus filter included

Why LiveOffice Desktop?
We know you value your security. We do too. Our solutions offer improved security, disaster recovery options,
easy management of software updates, reduced support overheads and simplified provisioning.
n The access you need.
Anywhere, anytime
n We'll take care of software

n Increase control with profile
management
n Scales with your business

n Security and peace of mind
n Increase productivity with
high-availability

licensing
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Work from the cloud with

LiveOffice Exchange
Fast deployment
(days, not weeks)

Enterprise-grade email

Cost-effective, per
mailbox price point

Choose Express, Executive
or Enterprise support

Work from a secure Cloud with LiveOffice Exchange
As far as technology is concerned, optimal security and complete flexibility rarely come hand-in-hand. Or do
they? With Spirit LiveOffice Exchange, you can make the most of top tier security and complete flexibility, all in
one nifty package. Intrigued? We certainly are.
Enjoy enterprise-grade functionality, availability and scalability with the cutting-edge technology of LiveOffice
Exchange.
Our solutions will let you take control of your company’s mailbox accounts, password resets, distribution lists,
desktop or mobile devices and much more using our online LiveOffice control panel. Because why waste time
asking someone else to do it?
LiveOffice Exchange delivers the best enterprise-grade features and gives your company the flexibility to scale
up, or down, or in whatever direction you’d like! Our cost-effective and flexible mailboxes are also priced on a peruser, per-month basis, so you’ll only ever pay for the things that you need. And the best part? Our private Cloud
infrastructure means your data will always be secure.
Our solutions are designed to empower your business, and we’ll make sure that’s what they do.
Here’s what is included

Your IT just got a whole lot better
▶

▶

Spirit LiveOffice Exchange is designed to deliver
Microsoft Exchange services to your people

management, password resets, distribution

wherever they are, whenever they want. Because

lists, mobile devices and much more.
▶

that’s what your business deserves.
▶

Scalable mailboxes priced per-user, permonth

But that doesn’t mean business has to compromise
▶

on security. Quite the opposite, in fact.
▶

LiveOffice control panel for mailbox account

Enterprise-grade, fully managed Microsoft
Exchange environment

Our solutions deliver enterprise-grade Microsoft
Exchange services from private Cloud infrastructure

▶

Email archiving

in Tier 3 or higher Australian IDCs, so you can be rest

▶

Deduplication and compression

assured your data is in the very safest of hands.

▶

Industry leading spam, virus and content
filtering

Why LiveOffice Exchange?
Microsoft Office 365 and Exchange Server currently account for more than half of worldwide mailboxes. Are you
ready to join them?
With LiveOffice Exchange, we can keep your valuable data secure, whilst giving your business the flexibility and
control it needs to keep working at its best.
L

Secure and compliant

L

Keep it simple with

L

Improve efficiency

L

24x7 support

self-service
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Enjoy the best of both worlds

Hybrid Cloud

Works with other
LiveOffice Products

One bill and touchpoint
for all Spirit services

24x7
Aussie support

A Cloud solution that grows with your business
Not everything belongs in a public Cloud. And we’re not talking about those big, white fluffy things in the sky.
Many forward-thinking Australian businesses are now opting for a hybrid mixture of Cloud services. Because
who likes choosing when you can have both, anyway?
Hybrid Clouds offer the benefits of both public and private clouds and take advantage of existing architecture
in a data centre. Sounds pretty good to us! With Spirit, you can enjoy the best of all Cloud technologies with a
custom hybrid Cloud solution. Designed by our team of experts, our services combine the best of Software as a
Service (Saas), public Cloud and private Cloud to suit your business’ needs.
Together, we will discover, scope, design and deliver a hybrid Cloud solution that leverages the best of Cloud and
delivers the ROI your business deserves. And that’s not all.
Our Hybrid Cloud Solutions offer:
▶

Expert Professional Services engagement

▶

Tailored combination of public, private and SaaS

▶

Combined and integrated with all your other

▶

A hybrid Cloud solution combining the most

services

suitable Clouds for your business needs

Benefit from a hybrid public and private Cloud
For many businesses it can be hard to choose between the improved security of the private Cloud and the
affordability of a public Cloud. With Spirit, you don’t have to choose. Power all your applications across private
and public Cloud with Hybrid Cloud from Spirit, a single hybrid Cloud architecture that benefits businesses of all
sizes.
What does that mean? We’re glad you asked. Put simply, Hybrid Cloud allows you to combine your own data
centre and/or private Cloud setup with public cloud resources such as Software as a Service (SaaS). Software
touchpoints are then used between the two infrastructures to help move data back and forth between them as
needed. And the best part? This fully customisable solution can be tailored to your business’ needs.
Why Hybrid Cloud?
With Hybrid Cloud solutions from Spirit, you can enjoy the best of public and private hosting - all in one solution.
Our team can work with you and help you apply best practices on your journey to Hybrid Cloud. We can manage
and deliver the optimal environment for all existing and new applications. All you need to do is use them.

Increase agility and performance
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Avoid large CapEx

Reliability you can count on
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Take your business to the cloud

Private Cloud

Works with other
LiveOffice Products

One bill and touchpoint
for all Spirit services

24x7
Aussie support

All the benefits of the Cloud. Even more security.
We understand that the majority of businesses see security as the biggest challenge for cloud adoption.
Fortunately, we have the solution. With Spirit, you can enjoy the benefits of a comprehensive suite of private
cloud options.
Designed to deliver your own private, enterprise-grade Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) or Platform as a Service
(PaaS) solutions tailored to your needs, our services are based on VMware or Microsoft hypervisors combined
with Professional Services engagements. All to deliver a bespoke solution that scales with your business.
But choosing Spirit doesn’t mean you won’t be in control of your own data. Our varying service levels leave
you in control of the things that you actually want to control. And we can take care of the rest. Sounds easy?
We thought so too. Whatever your business needs, we can design and deploy a solution based on your
requirements. Oh, and those security concerns? Our expert team will take care of it.
Here’s what is included
▶

Fast deployment of a fully private cloud footprint

▶

Full control of the cloud environment

▶

Delivered across local, Tier 3 or higher Australian

▶

processing, memory and storage needs
▶

IDCs
▶

Applications can be scaled depending on their
Highly-redundant and available resources to
applications

On-demand CPU, RAM and storage

We’ll keep your data (and cloud) private
Do you want to access your data from anywhere, anytime? Of course you do. But that doesn’t mean you have
to compromise on that all-important security either. Spirit Private Cloud offers enterprise-grade, private IaaS
services based on leading hardware vendors and hypervisors.
With Private Cloud from Spirit, your business is in the safest of hands. Private Cloud can:
▶

Save the cost of buying and maintaining your

▶

Provide Private Cloud deployments customised

▶

Offer Express, Executive or Enterprise support

own hardware
▶

to your requirements

Be delivered on a selection of hypervisors based
on your preferences

levels

Why Private Cloud?
Private clouds offer more than just security for your valuable data. Many businesses find that cloud solutions
form a vital component in a range of company policies and procedures. These include BYOD, disaster recovery,
business continuity and more. With Spirit, we can help you leverage your cloud solution to its full potential. It’s
what we do.

Seamless upgrades,
on demand
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Smooth the hardware
refresh cycle

Higher hardware
utilisation

Maximise sovereignty
and compliance
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The only place to be

Public Cloud
Works with other
LiveOffice products

One bill and touchpoint
for all Spirit services

Scale up (or down)
whenever you like

24x7
Aussie support

Moving to the Cloud has never been so easy
The majority of businesses are on the cloud. Isn’t it about time yours was too? From improved agility, to lower
costs, to decreased downtime, Cloud computing has a lot to offer small to medium businesses in Australia.
That’s where we come in. Spirit delivers services on a hyper-scale using a variety of world-leading Public Cloud
providers. All so you can make the most of your business.
Moving to new technology doesn’t have to mean growing costs. Our team of technical experts can help you
create the perfect cloud-based solution and offer ongoing support.
We offer a range of services to assist you with your business’ cloud strategy including lift-and-shift migration of
applications running on on-premises infrastructure.

So if your applications require extensive upgrades or are nearing
end-of-life, Spirit is here to help. We make migrating to the Public
Cloud easy.
Make working easier
Moving to new technology can be time-consuming for businesses of any size. Wouldn’t it be great if someone
could take care of it for you? Oh wait, we can!
Our Public Cloud solutions are designed to alleviate the stress of moving - and managing - your applications in
the Public Cloud. We can handle migration of existing workloads to hyper-scale public cloud providers and offer
ongoing management.
▶

Incident Response

▶

Vulnerability Management

▶

Adds / Moves / Changes

▶

Patching

Why Public Cloud?
Although we’re well known for our great service and ongoing support, Public Cloud from Spirit can do a lot more
than just put a smile on your face.
Our solutions are designed to make businesses across Australia run that little bit better. How? We’re glad you
asked. Here’s why the Public Cloud could be great for your business:

Avoid Large CapEx
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Seemless upgrades

Boost business agility

Optimised deployment
and spend
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Access through the Internet

Cloud Providers
Datacenter

Application
Servers

Platform
Servers
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Scalable
Hardware

Servers

Computing
Services

Storage
Services
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Maybe it’s time to
start talking.
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Locations
Melbourne
19-25 Raglan Street,
South Melbourne
VIC 3025

Goldcoast
Units 4 & 5,
11 Pinter Drive,
Southport
QLD 4215

Dubbo
46A Bultje Street,
Dubbo
NSW 2830

Sydney
Unit C14,
74 Mileham Street,
South Windsor
NSW 2756

Suite 510,
46 Kippax Street,
Surry Hills
NSW 2010

Level 14,
130 Pitt Street,
Sydney
NSW 2000

Level 4,
460 Church Street,
Parramatta
NSW 2150

Level 6,
379 Kent Street,
Sydney
NSW 2000
Brisbane

Level 7,
60 Edward Street,
Brisbane City
QLD 4000

P 1800 SPIRIT
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5 Cribb Street,
Milton
QLD 4064

E sales@spirit.com.au

W spirit.com.au
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Office

Locations

Maybe it's time to

Start Talking?
1800 SPIRIT

Sales@spirit.com.au

Spirit.com.au

